
Bone-A-Fide Bed and Biscuit
5219 Mt.Washington Rd
Louisville,Ky. 40229
(502) 234-BONE
boneafidebedandbiscuit.com
leaderofthepack@boneafidebedandbiscuit.com

We are a small kennel taking only one client at a time (up to 5dogs) , and keeping your fur babies happy and healthy

while you are away . We have one fur baby that has an autoimmune disease, so we take a holistic approach with who

we can accommodate as a client. I will list below a few protocols that we have to follow in order to keep her healthy

and free from a flare up that can kill her. We ask that you please take these seriously, as we have come a long way from

getting her better and still have a long road ahead.

We request that you ((NOT)) give your dogs ((ANY)) vaccines of any kind (( TWO MONTHS)) prior to your boarding date.

Some vaccines shed for weeks after being given and will kill our compromised dog if she comes in contact with them. I

will need your veterinarian to email us with dates of last vaccinations given. If the dates are not within a two month or

longer time frame I won’t be able to accommodate your reservation; it will be canceled and you will be notified.

If you use Flea\Tick treatment, other than natural products like garlic or essential oils, we ask that you postpone giving

it to them if it is due on or the week before your reservation with us. When speaking with our dog’s neurologist, she

stated that Lily was likely poisoned by the flea meds we were using and this is what has caused brain lesions and her

autoimmune disease. We have since then stopped all toxic chemicals and went only to all natural remedies. We spray

our yards with wondercide (essential oil) and keep the area the dogs play in free from brush and long grass, where fleas

and ticks like to hide.

❤ Here are a few things your dogs will experience while staying at our Bed and Biscuit!

A private suite with a twin size Simmons gel memory foam mattress, we are onsite at night in case of an emergency or

late night potty break, freshly laundered sheets and blankets, soothing music during rest time, Lavender essential oil

therapy infused throughout the house to keep a calming state of mind, couch time if able to climb, sunroom time to

enjoy the sun and people watch, rest time, kitchen time, as many outside visits as they want, leashed short or long sniff

adventures if they are able, private dining, Brita filtered water, stainless feeding and drinking bowls, medication or

supplements given at no extra charge, teeth brushing if this is your routine and you bring toothbrush and toothpaste,

plenty of pictures sent to parents and on our social media sites. We can accommodate your pre portioned raw or

lightly cooked meals with refrigerator/ freezer space and prepare at no extra cost, a brand new toy they can play with

here and take home.



Drop off and pick up times are as needed within reasonable times
We only take 50lbs or less at this time and dogs that are able to get along with our dogs
A temperament evaluation will need to be done prior to making reservations
We cannot accommodate puppies, due to their vaccination frequency, at this time
We charge $50 per night for first dog and $25 for each sibling per night

You can visit our website at www.boneafidebedandbiscuit.com for further information

http://www.boneafidebedandbiscuit.com

